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characteristic of the tests (Sekeljić, 2010; Sekeljić & 
Marković, 2011).

The possibility of precise measurement is made 
difficult by metric characteristic of tests which can be 
influenced by ambient and competitive factors which 
is stressed in researches of Matić (1976), Visnjić & 
Marković (2007). The research of Bala & Krneta (2006) 
show that the results of motor test performance never 
show the same level of certain ability with equal reli-
ability, therefore it is necessary to repeat the same task 
several times in sequence, which diminishes error pos-
sibility. 

As you could notice, there are many dilemmas 
and controversies in devaluation of the quality of mo-
tor space structures. The topic of these work deals with 
metric characteristics of the test which is used for evalu-
ation of motor space, and can be said that the goal of 
these research is to indicate bad discriminivity of the test 
for evaluation of static muscle power of upper body and 
flexors in elbow joint.        

METHODS
Starting from the basic criteria for classification 

of scientific researches, this work can be classified as 
experimental observation of latent motor abilities. 296 

INTRODUCTION
Instruments of pedagogical research should collect 

precise data about pedagogical phenomena because of 
which it is necessary for measure instruments to have ad-
equate metric characteristics. Latent dimensions in mo-
tor space can be estimated only with the effects of differ-
ent kinesyological manifestations. Such methodological 
approach, however, is followed by numerous problems. 
Some researches (Bala, 1981; Perić, 1994; Turek, 2000) 
indicate sufficiently precisely defined space of  motor 
abilities, which was based on the idea that motor abili-
ties at young children have general character, differently 
defined whose structure and quality  depends on many 
factors as biological maturity and motor engagement in 
previous times. 

The evaluation of motor abilities of children at 
younger school age is often done by standardized tests 
for older children and adults (Bala & Krneta, 2006). Very 
often by doing the following tests: standing on one leg 
with closed eyes, standing on one leg on bench length, 
hang arm bent and torso straightening, there are big rates 
between maximal and minimal result, high or low re-
sults of skewness and kurtosis which indicates that these 
tests are too easy or too hard for children of younger 
school age, which diminishes the validity and metric 
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that the distribution differs from normal results for girls 
in second experimental group on initial (p=0,30) and on 
final measurement (p=0,28), because of which the test 
results in statistical analysis have to been considered 
with higher risk level, and in some cases these results 
must be discarded (Table 2). 

The fact that these results are not random is proved 
by the research of Sturze-Milic (2009) (Table 3). In these 
variables mean is not representative, which is presented 
by variation rates. By the analysis of standard deviations 
(Sd), it is clear that the results of this measurement are 
close to mean values, which indicates dispersion of the 
results from mathematical expectancy.. By the review of 
inductive values of the test of the significance of skew-
ness, we can see positive curve of distribution, so we 
can say that this test is too hard for ten year olds and 
because of that the results are weak. The larger kurtosis 
(Kurt.) shows flat distribution and big discriminativity. 
On the bases of the analysis of normal distribution (Kol-
mogorov–Smirnoff test) it can be concluded that fre-
quency distribution is significantly different from nor-
mal frequency distribution (the values are higher than 
1, 96). By the determination of confidence of this test 
during on repeated measurement by the use of Spearman 
correlation the coefficient of correlation was determined 

fourth grade students from three primary schools from 
Uzice and Pozega were included in this research. The 
sample consisted of 164 girls and 132 boys. 

All data were processed with the procedure descrip-
tive statistics. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
On the basis of the results in Tables 1. and 2. in 

which central and dispersive parameters of the test for 
the evaluation of static muscle strength of upper body 
part and flexors in elbow joint are represented and by 
the analysis of variation coefficient, it can be seen that 
there are big aberrances from mean value. It indicates 
that there were boys and girls who had the result of zero 
second. Big differences in results brought to numerical 
closeness of arithmetic middle (M) with average devia-
tion (Sd), which resulted with high coefficient of varia-
tion. High positive values of skewness in old groups 
show that the values are close to extremely positive 
asymmetry and that in the sample there is a number of 
girls and boys for whom it is too hard. High value of 
kurtosis implies a great number of close results which 
indicates bad metric characteristics of the test which is 
inadequate for this age.

The values of Kolmogorov - Smirnoff test indicate 

 Table 1. Central and dispersive parameters of the test results – Hang arm bent for boys (M)
         of the first and second experimental and control group on initial and final evaluation

Group M Sd Err Min Max Cv% Inter. Trust. Skew. Kurt. KS-p

E1-Mi
E1-Mf

18.60
19.80

16.30
17.00

2.20
2.30

0.00
1.00

70.00
66.80

87.50
85.90

14.10
15.10

23.10
24.40

1.45
1.09

2.05
.28

.322

.255
E2-Mi
E2-Mf

12.60
15.60

11.40
13.80

2.15
2.60

1.00
2.00

49.00
53.00

90.30
88.30

8.20
10.20

17.00
20.90

1.62
1.32

2.2
1.05

.750

.873
  К-Mi
  К-Mf

22.00
21.40

18.50
18.00

2.60
2.50

0.00
0.00

80.20
76.20

84.00
84.10

16.80
16.30

27.20
26.50

1.13
1.07

.81

.49
.346
.074

 Table 2. Central and dispersive parameters of test results – Hang arm bent for girls (M) of first
              and second experimental and controlled group on initial and final measurement 

Group M Sd Err Mиn Max Cv% Inter. Trust Skew. Kurt. KS-p

E1- Ži
E1- Žf

10.90
12.20

10.40
11.90

1.30
1.50

0.00
0.00

50.30
58.40

95.40
97.00

8.20
9.20

13.6
15.30

1.63
1.76

3.67
3.83

.999

.931
E2- Ži
E2- Žf

7.60
9.80

7.10
7.30

1.10
1.10

0.80
1.00

27.40
30.00

92.80
75.10

5.40
7.50

9.80
12.00

1.50
1.06

1.10
.773

.030

.028
К- Ži
К- Žf

12.10
9.80

9.90
7.10

1.20
.880

0.00
0.00

54.70
34.00

82.00
72.00

9.60
8.06

14.60
11.60

1.76
1.44

4.00
1.83

.072

.239

 Table 3. Central and dispersive parameters from the  research
Sturze – Milić (2009) 

Variable M Sd Min Max Сv % Skew. Kurt. KS-p

ZGIB-M 18.447 15.370 0.00 68.00 18.35 1.302 .985 2.374
ZGIB-Ž 11.145 10.939 0.00 83.00 98.11 2.615 9.682 2.908
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(p=0,838) with the level of significance (p=0,01). Alpha 
coefficient of confidence (Spearman – Brown – Kuder 
– Guttman- Cronbach) (@=0, 9121), on the basis of its 
value it can be concluded that the test shows high con-
formity of repeated results. 

More moderate results considering the relation of 
descriptive parameters of central and dispersive ten-
dency can been seen in the results of the research of 
Marković (2009) which was done on the sample of first 
and second grade secondary school students. In this re-
search there are great differences, big variation coeffi-
cient (Cv – 98%), and the biggest differences from mean 
values is in the test hang arm bent, which is indicated 
by standard deviation 275.12. It usually happens that the 
results on this test during final measurement are worse 
than during initial measurement. Marković (2009) ex-
plains this by motivation factor which he considers to be 
the most decisive in this test, and it happens that certain 
number of examinees without any reason stops doing the 
test without explanation.

The reasons for this non-homogeneity of a group in 
variables for the evaluation of motor abilities are very 
complex and it is hard to explain them without integral 
approach to the problem. 

A part of variability can be explained by discord of 
biological age with chronological age of examinees, or 
by the difference in maturity of motor abilities. Accord-
ing to Martinović (2003), the increase of muscle mass 
influences the perfection of functional muscle charac-
teristics, which are significantly changed from the age 
seven to ten, and in the age 14 or 15 they get functional 
muscle characteristics of an adult person. On the basis of 
this it is possible to understand the difference and vari-
ability in quality and dynamics of motor abilities struc-
turing. 

The fact is that biological age does not always re-
spond to calendar age and that individual differences 
between children of that age are great (Grandić, 1997 
and Kukolj, 2003). Taking into consideration heteroch-
ronology rhythmicality and individuality as important 
characteristics in the development of motor abilities 
and certain misbalance in the dynamics of the develop-
ment of anthropometric characteristics and motor abili-
ties (Jovanović, 1998), as well as the difference in psy-
chophysical development a part of variability in motor 
space measured during this research on initial and final 
measurement can be explain.

A younger school age is characterized by significant 
variability, insufficiently done and insufficiently differed 
motor structures which are still interrelated, as Turek 
(2000) noticed makes problems during measurement 
and interpretation of the results.

Test does not have sensitivity and relatively weakly 
makes discrimination of global sample. 

CONCLUSION
By the insight into the results of two researches real-

ized on the sample of boys and girls ten years old, great 
rates (variation broadness) in the test results for the eval-

uation of static muscle strength of upper body part and 
flexors in elbow joints – hang arm bent can be noticed. 
Descriptive statistical parameters show high standard 
deviations, variation coefficients, the values of skewness 
show positive curve of the results in frequencies of dis-
tribution, greater Kurtosis indicates flat distribution and 
high discriminativity. These statistical indicators charac-
terized the test which is applied as unreliable and hard 
for ten year olds because of which it has too many bad 
results. All this indicates that hang arm bent test does 
not have satisfactory discriminativity and homogeneity 
so Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test shows that the results 
very often differ from normal distribution and they are 
not reliable in further statistical processing. The results 
of these research show there is a need for this test to be 
modified or replaced by the other one so that the results 
and the conclusions in future researches would be valid.
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